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Abstract

Drosophila simulans and D. sechellia are sibling species of the melanogaster group

and are so closely related that crosses between them produce fertile female offspring.

Recognition of a potential mate in Drosophila depends on many cues including

olfactory and auditory stimulation by female pheromones and male courtship song

respectively. Once recognition of a potential mate has occurred then behavioural

signals indicate acceptance or rejection. Female pheromones play an important role

in conspecific mating and interspecific differences appear to be due to a few loci,

mainly on the third chromosome. These were identified using only morphological
marker loci in the past. This study investigates the location of loci contributing to

differences in pheromone blend using QTL analysis of flies produced by

backcrossing hybrid females to D. simulans males. The more modern method of

using molecular markers will be used for this analysis. The scored markers are

analysed using the QTL cartographer program to determine the level of association of
the regions between pairs of markers to the trait.
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Introduction

There have been many different theories of how many genes are involved in

reproductive isolation. Punctuationists believe that there are few major genetic

changes occurring in a short space of time, whereas gradualists think there are a series

of hundreds of minor changes. Coyne and Orr (1989) stated that 'No single isolating
mechanism is the "stuff of speciation'", but that both pre- and post isolating
mechanisms contribute in allopatric species (pre-zygotic isolation contributes the

most in sympatric species though). Modern genetic techniques can finally begin to

unravel the mystery by uncovering how many differences there are at a molecular

level between closely related species.

Drosophila are found all over the world with over a thousand different species

identified. D. simulans and D. sechellia are members of the melanogaster group and

are thought to have diverged from D. melanogaster 2.5 - 3.4 million years ago (Hey
& Kliman, 1993). The fact that these sibling species are closely related and will

produce fertile female offspring under laboratory conditions gives a great opportunity
for analysing differences between the species.

The melanogaster group provides an excellent model for the study of

reproductive isolation as certain species within the group will mate with

heterospecifics with varying degrees of sterility or inviability in the offspring. In
addition to this, there are many molecular markers known for D. melanogaster which
can also be used in D. simulans and D. sechellia to distinguish between their

genomes. By creating hybrid females and backcrossing them we can quantify traits

important in mating success that differ between the parental species, and then by

scoring the markers, the origin of each part of each chromosome can be determined.
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A review of the literature

Speciation

There are many mechanisms by which species may diverge, generally

anything which prevents genes being exchanged can cause two populations to

become two separate species. These barriers to gene exchange may occur before

mating takes place or afterwards. Examples of pre-mating barriers are geographical

isolation, different times of reproductive activity, genital incompatibility and non-

recognition of a potential mate. Post-mating barriers are more wasteful in resources

as they occur after gamete transfer. Examples include sperm-egg incompatibility and

inviable or sterile offspring (Patterson & Stone, 1952).
The idea that species can become reproductively isolated by hybrid unfitness,

was proposed in 1889 by A.R. Wallace (reviewed by Dobzhansky et al, 1977). If a

mating with one type of individual produces less fit offspring than when mating with
another type of individual, then natural selection will cause characters which aid

recognition of the correct or best mating partner to increase in frequency. The

development of complementary gene complexes which, when mixed in a hybrid,
interact unfavourably is thought to be a factor causing hybrid unfitness.

Drosophila, like many insects, have species specific behavioural and

pheromonal cues used to distinguish conspecific mates. In the melanogaster group

there is a degree of overlap of these cues between sibling species so that some

courtship and mating does take place between them.
When offspring are produced between species of the melanogaster group the

male progeny are either sterile or, as in crosses between D. melanogaster females and
D. simulans males, the male progeny are inviable. This is a good example of
Haldane's rule which states that if two species are crossed it will be the heterogametic

sex that will be absent, inviable or sterile. In Drosophila and mammals it is the male
that is heterogametic (Haldane, 1922).

D. simulans and D. sechellia are separate species because they are

reproductively isolated from each other. This isolation is both physiological, in that
male hybrids are infertile, and behavioural in that male D. simulans will not court

female D. sechellia. The fact that the opposite cross results in fertile female offspring

suggests that these species are very closely related, in fact because their nucleotide
6



sequence only differs by a few percent it can be calculated that they diverged from a

common ancestor only 0.6-0.9 million years ago (Hey & Kliman, 1993).
In a comparitive study using data from many experiments, Coyne and Orr

(1989) found that strong pre-zygotic isolation was much more common than post-

zygotic at low genetic distances but only among sympatric pairs of species. Pre- and

post-zygotic isolation are equally strong in allopatric species. D. simulans and

D. sechellia are allopatric, their pre-mating isolation mechanisms include pheromonal
and courtship song differences but these do not isolate them completely. Their post-

mating isolation is much stronger in that male progeny are sterile. .

The behaviour and habitat of D. simulans and its close relatives

D. simulans, like D. melanogaster, is a cosmopolitan species which inhabits

most environments where man exists, D. sechellia on the other hand is an island

species endemic to the Seychelles in the Indian Ocean where it feeds and oviposits on

the fruit of the Indian mulberry Morinda citrifolis. This fruit has high levels of

octanoic and hexanoic acid that are lethal to other insects including the other

members of the subgroup. The origin of D. sechellia and another sibling species,
D. mauritiana (endemic to Mauritius) is likely to be from a mainland ancestor of

D. simulans which may have colonised the islands around about the same time and

diverged via founder events and genetic drift (Coyne & Charlesworth, 1997).

Determining the exact lineage of the melanogaster group has proved to be difficult as

studies using different methods have yielded opposing phylogenies. For example

using the occurrence of interspecific matings and the testicular state of hybrid males
to indicate relatedness, Lachaise et al (1986) found that-D. sechellia was the most

reproductively isolated and D. simulans and D. mauritiana were the closest related

species. Their speculative tree has D. melanogaster diverging first followed by D.
sechellia and lastly D. simulans and D. mauritiana. A thorough genetic study using
12 genes and ribosomal internal transcribed spacers yielded results contrary to this
with the island species (D. mauritiana and D. sechellia) being the most recently

diverged (Caccone et al, 1996).
It is because of their close relationship and partial fertility of hybrids that

D. simulans and D. sechellia make such good models for the study of reproductive

isolation. The courtship behaviour in these species is very similar. It is the male that
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detects the female which can be seen as he orientates himself towards her. The cue for

this is not purely visual as D. melanogaster will mate in the dark. The male will

follow and circle her, tapping her abdomen. If he decides to court her then he begins
to beat one of his extended wings in a rhythmic song. This song differs slightly
between species and is used by the female to assess whether the male is conspecific
or not. The male will lick the female's genitals with his proboscis and then

immediately attempt copulation. The female will then display certain signs to express

whether she accepts the male or not, for example she may spread her wings or

genitals if she accepts or she might run away, kick, flap her wings or depress the tip

of her abdomen to repel the male. The reaction of the female is obviously

unimportant to the male as paralysed D. melanogaster females are still vigorously
courted (Spieth, 1974, Hall, 1994).

D. sechellia courtship has subtle differences compared with D. melanogaster,

as the male courtship song has no sine song only pulse song. Pulse song is a

rhythmical beat produced by one wing, whereas sine song is a high amplitude hum

produced using both wings (Cobb et al, 1989). Also, they perform a distinctive

'copulation song' when they are mounting the female and during copulation.

Comparisons between the cosmopolitan species (D. melanogaster and D. simulans)
and the island endemics (D. sechellia and D. mauritiana) showed that the variability

in courtship characteristics, such as song and movement was much lower in the

cosmopolitan species, thus suggesting that because they are sympatric, some

reinforcement may be acting on the characters to prevent hybridisation (Cobb et

al,1989).

As early as 1911, experiments were being performed by Lutz to investigate
sexual selection in D. melanogaster. For example it was found that females will

almost always mate with normal veined winged males rather than extra-veined ones

even if the female herself is extra-veined (reviewed in Patterson & Stone, 1952). It

has been shown that vision is not important in mate selection, instead acoustic and

tactile senses are used. Experiments where males wings were removed were

performed by Sturtevant in 1915. He deduced that they were essential in arousing
sexual excitement in the female (Sturtevant, 1961).

One sense that is essential for recognition of a potential mate is smell.
Mutations in a sodium ion channel encoding locus namedparalytic (e.g. smellblind
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and olfactory D) cause males to be unresponsive to virgin female extracts which elicit

courtship in wild type flies. Females with these mutations move about a lot more so

take longer to mate (reviewed in Hall, 1994).

Although D. simulans and D. sechellia are not sympatric they have isolating
mechanisms similar to sympatric species to avoid the production of hybrids. Noor

(1995) showed that sympatric populations of D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura are

more reproductively isolated than allopatric ones. In these species the males mate

indiscriminately so the females must be choosy and seem to have evolved to be more

so in sympatric populations. This is an example of reinforcement where the

production of sub-fertile or inviable hybrids speeds up selection for preference genes

as those who mate randomly are less likely to pass on their genes.

A study to investigate the number of genes causing the sterility of hybrid male

progeny between!), simulans andD. sechellia using differences in testicular proteins
showed only a small number (8%) of species-specific ones. Only four or five of these

proteins were absent in the fertile backcross males that were produced and thus are

involved in sterility. It was also found that there was an X-linked factor in
D. sechellia that was associated with the presence or absence of sperm in backcross

males (Zeng and Singh, 1993). These results back up findings by Coyne and
Kreitman (1986) where morphologically marked!), simulans flies were used and the
backcross flies used to associate genital appearance and male hybrid sterility with
markers on different arms of each chromosome. They found that at least five loci are

responsible for hybrid sterility with the X having the strongest effect. They also
concluded that four loci were probably responsible for the difference in shape of the

posterior process of the male genital arch between D. simulans and D. sechellia.

Cuticular Hydrocarbons and Their Role in Mate Recognition

Among the species of the melanogaster group there are monomorphic and

dimorphic species for pheromones. The dimorphic ones have different hydrocarbons
in each sex whereas the monomorphic ones may have quantitative differences but the

pheromones are of the same type. D. melanogaster, D. sechellia and D. erecta show

qualitative differences between the sexes so are dimorphic whereas D. simulans, D.

yakuba, D. mauritiana and D. teissieri are monomorphic.
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Juvenile females of D. melanogaster and D. simulans do not become fully

receptive to male courtship until 48 hours after eclosion ( 25% are receptive after just
24 hours). This change is sudden and coincides with the growth of the ovaries and a

change in cuticular hydrocarbon secretion (reviewed in Speith, 1974).
The melanogaster group have many different hydrocarbons with one or two

being at a much higher level than the others. Female D. simulans have highest levels

of cis 7-tricosene (7-T) whereas cis, cis 7,11-heptacosadiene (7,11-HD) is the major

hydrocarbon present in D. sechellia females. Most of the males in the melanogaster

group carry 7-T as their major hydrocarbon but male D. sechellia have an isomer

called 6-tricosene in addition to 7-T (Cobb & Jallon, 1990).

D. simulans males almost never court D. sechellia females but will court F,

hybrids. This is due to the pheromonal fingerprint specific to each species, with

monomorphic (7-T) species males not courting sexually dimorphic (7,11-HD)
females but males of dimorphic species courting any of the melanogaster group

females (Coyne et al, 1994). During courtship the male is thought to taste the

female's hydrocarbons while he is licking and tapping her with his legs and

proboscis. He can determine by his chemoreceptors whether she is conspecific or not.

It has been shown that males can be fooled into mating with heterospecific females if

they are perfumed with the predominant hydrocarbon of their own species, even if the
female is dead. D. simulans males clearly find 7,11-HD unattractive and an inhibitor

to courtship (Coyne et al, 1994).
7- Tricosene (7-T) is a 23 Carbon long chain with a double bond at the 7lh

carbon, this hydrocarbon is a major stimulant for males of the monomorphic species
and is found at much higher levels in females than males. The females of the

dimorphic species carry 7, 11 Heptacosadiene (7, 11 HD), a 27 Carbon chain with 2
double bonds which is thought to be an aphrodisiac for dimorphic males. This

compound repels males of sexually monomorphic species so contributes to sexual
isolation.

D. melanogaster and D. sechellia males will court females with no 7, 11 HD
at quite a high frequency but do not court very vigorously as if factors other than

pheromones are putting then off after courtship has begun, female deterrent
behavioural signals could be the reason for this.
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Males of dimorphic species seem to be less certain of who they are meant to

court because, although they avoid adult males, they will court juvenile males which

monomorphic males will not. However, there is some evidence to suggest that
D. melanogaster males, courted when young, are quicker and more successful in

mating when they are mature (Cobb, 1990).
D. simulans males almost never court D. sechellia females even when the

females are dead, despite the fact they will court dead D. simulans females which

implies that behaviour is not a major factor in attraction. The reciprocal cross does

occur and the resulting hybrid females of this cross are fertile, D. simulans males will

court them at an intermediate frequency to that of conspecifics. However, when D.

simulans females are perfumed with 7,11 HD by crowding them withZ). sechellia

females the males will ignore them. On the other hand, D. sechellia females

perfumed in the opposite way with 7-T become more attractive to D. simulans males

than the unperfumed ones.

Male D.melanogaster are also able to discriminate against females who have

recently mated. This may be due to the transfer of cw-vaccenyl acetate from the male

ejaculatory bulb to the female reproductive tract. The presence of this and the

enzyme esterase 6 which catalyses it to cis-vaccenyl alcohol decrease the number of

matings of virgin flies that have the substances applied topically to them. The

repulsion of males is at its greatest 6 hours after copulation suggesting that the
reaction between the two substances is the key factor in preventing remating (Mane
et al, 1983). In addition to this altered chemical profile, mated females extrude their

ovipositor as a rejection sign to courting males (reviewed in Hall, 1994).

Previous genetic studies on differences in cuticular hydrocarbons

Hybrid females have intermediate amounts of both hydrocarbons and elevated
amounts of 7-Pentacosene (7P). D. sechellia males homozygous for zinfandel on the

X chromosome and cinnabar on the second were crossed by Coyne (1994) withZ).

simulans females heterozygous for the dominant marker hairless on the third.

Backcrossing the female hairless/+ females to the zn;cn males gave 8 classes of

progeny with each marker being associated with 85cM of conspecific chromosome.
These progeny had their pheromone levels analysed and it was found that the ratio of
7T to 7,11 HD is determined almost entirely by the third chromosome and the raised
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7P levels by the X. It has been suggested that dimorphic to monomorphic is an easier

evolutionary transition than the opposite as 7,11 HD is more of an inhibitor of

courtship than 7T is an attractant (Coyne, 1994).
As hydrocarbons are not gene products in themselves, the genetics behind

their variation in different species must lie in their production pathway. In

D.simulans the locus (or closely linked loci) Ngbo, found on the second chromosome,

has been shown to influence the ratio of 7-Tricosene and 7-Pentacosene when its

alleles Cameroon or sechelles are present (Ferveur, 1991). Another study found an

induced mutation on the X chromosome named kete\ which decreases the amount of

7-T and 7-P in both male and female D.simulans by around 70% but without affecting

their ratio. This amount is still enough to initiate male courtship behaviour. Flies

with mutations in both Ngbocam and kete 1 have practically no 7-T and are defective

both in their fertility and general viability (Ferveur & Jallon, 1994).

Experiments using D. simulans and D. sechellia males have shown that the

genes controlling hydrocarbon ratio differences between the species can be found on

each arm of each chromosome. Coyne (1996) used D.simulans which were

morphologically marked on each chromosome arm. He created F, hybrids and

analysed their 6T:7T ratios which were intermediate to that of the parentals. A higher
amount of 6T is the D. sechellia-like state and the opposite is the D. simulans-like

state. The F, females were then backcrossed to either parent species and the progeny

used to dissect the contribution of each marked area of chromosome to the ratio. The

results showed that the input of each arm was not equal. The X and 2nd chromosome
were equal but with 2L having a larger effect than 2R and the third chromosome had
twice the effect of either of the others. This proves the polygenic control of

pheromone levels but suggests that there are not a large number of minor effect genes

evenly spread throughout the genome (Coyne, 1996).
An interesting study by Savarit et al (1999) had the result of completely

eliminating all cuticular hydrocarbons in D.melanogaster. This was done by the

over-expression of a female spliced transgene, UAS-tra in female larvae for 60
minutes when they are 6 hours old. The effects of this transformation in males are

fascinating in that they feminise not only the male's brain but his pheromones too. In

females, despite having no detectable hydrocarbons, they still induce courtship in
both homo- and conspecific (within the melanogaster subgroup) males. These results
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led them to suggest that there is a previously undetected layer of substances ancestral

to the group which are unaffected by this elimination of pheromones. Candidate
substances for this ancestral layer include penta and hexacosane, 2-methyl
hexacosane and 2-methyl hexacosane. The known pheromones may have been added

to the blend later to reinforce the homospecific matings once the species diverged.

The pathway of pheromone synthesis

In the housefly, Musca domestica, the pheromone 9-tricosene (like 7-tricosene

but with a double bond 2 carbons along the chain) starts as acetate and follows an

elongation-decarboxylation pathway. De Renobales et al (1997) identified the

enzyme that condenses the acetate into linear fatty acids in D. melanogaster, it is
called fatty acid synthetase (FAS). A study using radioactively labelled fatty acids
with 14, 16 and 18 carbons was performed by Pennanec'h et al (1997). The fatty

acids were applied topically to the flies' abdomens and 3,5 and 6 hours later cuticular
extracts were analysed to see which of the precursors was incorporated into the most

hydrocarbons. For both sexes myristic acid (CI4) gave rise to twice as many

hydrocarbons as stearic acid (C18) with palmitic acid (C16) being about half way in
between. CA-vaccenic acid was found to lead only to unsaturated hydrocarbons. The

maximum incorporation of this in males was in 7-P and 7-T and in females it was in

7, 11 H-D and 7, 11 nonacosadiene. This study found that the predominant double

bond position in the fatty acid precursers was at carbon 9, carbon 7 double bonds
were present in some of the 14C fatty acids but at a much lower level.

In D. melanogaster there are dienes with their double bonds at the 5 and 9

positions as well as the more common 7 and 11 ones. It has been found that there are

strains of D. melanogaster in Zimbabwe and the Caribbean which have 5, 9 HD as

one of their predominant hydrocarbons and some sexual isolation can be seen

between these flies and other strains of D. melanogaster (Ferveur et al,1996).

Experiments using decapitated D. melanogaster investigated the change in

pheromone production at maturity and showed that females (decapitated at one day
old) do not show the pheromonal divergence and production of dienes by 3 days of

age but maintain juvenile levels of long-chain (31-35) hydrocarbons. It seems

therefore, that a cephalic factor is important in the early pathway such as the

production of fatty acids or the desaturation to produce dienes. The topical
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application of a juvenile hormone analogue reduced the amount of long-chains but

did not enable the decapitated fly to produce any sex hormones (Wicker & Jallon,

1995).

The use of cuticular hydrocarbons to prevent desiccation

In addition to their role as pheromones, cuticular hydrocarbons also play a

part in desiccation resistance along with lipids and other compounds (Cobb & Jallon,

1990). This cuticular hydrocarbon profile has been found to be different according to

the temperature the insect is raised at. In D. pseudoobscura, a seven year study

showed that the hydrocarbon profile changed due to the laboratory conditions.

Significant differences were seen in the quantities of all six components measured but

the trend was towards more alkadienes such as 7,11 pentacosadiene and 7,11 H-D,

these accounted for 67% of the total after 3 years despite the starting stocks having

less than 5% of these. The total amount of hydrocarbons extracted did not alter but

much less branched alkanes were produced, this had the effect of increasing the

cuticular permeability by 2.5 X in the females and 3X in the males (Toolson, 1989).

Laboratory conditions are very different to the wild in that flies are kept at a

constant temperature and humidity that prevents water being lost. Acclimatisation to

laboratory conditions could not be the reason behind these changes as they continued

progressively for many generations and the population sizes were too large for

genetic drift alone to have caused these changes. There might have been a selective

advantage in the high humidity for flies with a high proportion of 7,11 P-D over those

with the original, lower amount. It is equally likely that there was selection in the

wild with greater fitness of the flies with more branched alkanes to prevent water loss

(Toolson, 1989).

D. sechellia's preference for host plant Morinda citrifolis

At some point in history D. sechellia developed a preference to oviposit on

the toxic fruit of Morinda citrifolis which is uninhabitable to other insects unless

rotten. The toxicity of the fruit is due to aliphatic acids such as octanoic and hexanoic
acid. The presence of these acids alone is enough to attract D. sechellia and the
number of eggs a female lays is much greater on media containing one or other of
these acids. It should be stated that the flora on the Seychelles is not very diverse
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and the only abundant breeding site for Drosophila is Morinda citrifolis (Lachaise et

al, 1986).

D. melanogaster, D. simulans and D. mauritiana bizarrely showed a

preference for the toxic fruit when given a choice between that and normal laboratory
media on the same plate. However, when the same experiment was performed using
octanoic and hexanoic acid instead of the fruit, it was only D. sechellia that preferred
that region for oviposition. The preference that was shown for morinda fruit by the
other members of the group turned to avoidance when it was offered on a separate

plate to the normal food (Amlou et al, 1998).
The oviposition choice behaviour of hybrids was found to be intermediate to

that of their parents but a reversal from preference to avoidance was shown when the

concentration of octanoic acid was increased above a threshold level (Amlou et al,

1998). Jones (1998) studied the genetic basis of D. sechellia's resistance using D.

simulans stocks with 15 morphological markers. By performing various crosses and
backcrosses between the species and analysing the level of resistance compared with
the markers present, he concluded that all of the major chromosomes affect resistance
with the third having the greatest, followed by the X and finally the second which has
a very small effect. From this study it can be seen that at least five factors are

involved in the resistance to M. citrifolis but that it is not likely to be caused by a

large number of genes spread throughout the genome.

The origin of this resistance may have emerged gradually as early non-

resistant ancestors bred on the rotten fruit that has less toxic acids. The physiological

basis of the resistance is not known but it could be composed of many factors from

stress resistance to actual metabolism of the toxins. Early populations of flies

exploiting the new habitat would have been under selective pressure to adapt and be
able to breed on the fruit when non-resistant flies could not.

Mapping Quantitative Trait Loci

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) are loci or groups of tightly linked loci that act

together to contribute to an additive phenotype. Some loci will have a large enough
effect to have been noticed to be segregating in a population but most will have tiny
effects and can only be mapped by molecular techniques (Falconer & Mackay, 1996).
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In the past morphological markers have been use to map effects of regions of
chromosomes but these are limited in their resolution as only a few markers are

available, for example one or two per chromosome arm. Even a small number of

markers can illustrate the large number of QTLs that might be involved in a trait. For

example Pugh and Ritchie, (1996) used 5 morphological markers in their analysis of
mean Inter Pulse Interval differences in D. simulans and D. mauritiana. Their results

show that each arm of each chromosome contributes equally to the trait, thus

suggesting a large amount of genes with small effect scattered throughout the

genome.

Due to the vast amount of knowledge of the D. melanogaster genome

molecular markers, which have primers that also amplify D. simulans and D.

sechellia sequences, can be developed to distinguish between the species. A large
number of molecular markers distributed evenly throughout the genome can greatly

increase the resolution of QTL mapping.
True et al, (1997) used 18 markers to analyse the QTL controlling male

secondary sex organs of D. simulans and D. mauritiana by composite interval

mapping. This number of markers resulted in intervals of 22.7cM that are large

enough to contain more than one gene affecting the trait in question, because of this

only the minimum number of loci involved can be estimated.
The fact that crossing female D. simulans and male D. sechellia produces

fertile female hybrids makes them an ideal subject for QTL analysis. Separate

species are not essential however and analysis of traits between populations can be

performed if one population is of a high value for the trait concerned and the other is
of a low value. To minimise environmental variation the populations should be

inbred, this also allows recombination to occur and ensures homozygosity of markers

(Falconer and Mackay, 1996).
To find out if there is evidence to implicate the association of a marker and

the trait in question the data is input into a computer program such as QTL

Cartographer which can perform interval mapping (Basten et al, 1999)). This uses

maximum likelihood estimation and LOD scores to assess whether the observation

could have happened by chance. The program computes the probability of a trait
value given its marker genotype and a QTL at a position between the markers. The
LOD score (of log odds) is log10 of the ratio of the likelihood of a model including
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value given its marker genotype and a QTL at a position between the markers. The
LOD score (of log odds) is log]0 of the ratio of the likelihood of a model including

QTLs to a model with no QTLs. The higher the LOD score, the more significant the

result, for example a LOD score of 2 means that the probability for the QTL model is
102 higher than the model with no QTL (Mackay, 1999).

The significance threshold is determined by performing permutations of the
data where it is randomly shuffled, the data is kept the same but individuals are

assigned other individuals' trait value. This enables the likelihood of a positive result

occurring by chance to be minimised. The more permutations that are performed the
better the chance that positive peaks are not down to chance. 1000 permutations is a

recommended value to but it takes about 12 hours for the computer to calculate
them (Doerge, 1998).

Another powerful method that QTL cartographer can apply is composite
interval mapping, this is a combination of interval mapping and multiple regression

and is very useful in eliminating effects on the trait caused by multiple QTLs
scattered throughout the genome. A small portion of the chromosome specified as

the window size either side of the marker being tested is eliminated from the

analysis, markers within this window are ignored. This method can eliminate ghost

peaks caused by 2 or more close together QTLs looking like one large one (Zeng,

1999).
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Aims and Objectives

The aim of this project is to locate the loci responsible for differences in pheromone
blend between the two sibling species, D. simulans and I), sechellia. Bacause the
species are closely related to D. melanogaster, some of its molecular markers can be
used. First the markers must be tested to see if they show size differences which can
identify which parent the region came from. The PCR conditions must be optimised
to give the best result for each marker, this entails altering annealing temperature,
number of cycles, extension time and MgCh concentration. The gel and running
time must also be optimised to ensure bands with small size differences are
separated.

The flies' pheromone blend can be analysed by removing their cuticular
hydrocarbons with a hexane wash and then using a gas chromatographer to identify
how much of each hydrocarbon is present. The actual amounts can be calculated by
using the control peak of hexane with hexacosane added to it.

The marker states and pheromone blends will be analysed to look for
quantitative trait loci using QTL Cartographer (Basten et al, 1999) based on a genetic
map created by Mapmaker (Lander et al, 1987).

Materials and methods

Fly stocks

The D. simulans stock used is morphologically marked with the recessive markers

forked-2 (f) on the X chromosome (1-60), net (nt) and plum (pm) on each arm of the
second (II-O and II-103 respectively), and scarlet (st) and ebony (e) on each ann of
the third (111-44 and 111-71). D. sechellia stocks were obtained from the laboratory of
Jean David and then inbred for 20 generations. Both species have been in the

laboratory for many years maintained on a standard medium with 12 hour dark:light

cycles.

Production of backcross flies

Virgin female D. simulans were collected under CO2 anaesthesia, one female was

placed in a vial with one male D. sechellia. The vials were cleared of the parents

after one week. Any female progeny were collected and crossed with male D.
simulans. The resulting progeny were collected and scored for which morphological
markers they carried. Even numbers of each genotype were chosen for DNA
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extraction, as some genotypes were more common. DNA extraction was carried out

using standard procedures (Gloor & Engles, 1992).

Markers used

Five morphological markers were used as previously stated in the fly stocks section.
In addition to these, eight molecular markers were used. These were mostly based on

existing!), melanogaster markers e.g. microsatellites, however much optimisation of
conditions and changes in the sequences of primers was required to identify
differences between D. simulans and D. sechellia as they are so similar at the
molecular level. See table 1 for list of molecular markers used.
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Markername
Position

Sizeof productinD. melanogaster
Forwardsequence
Reversesequence

MgCl2 conc.(mM)
Cycle(temp- cycles)

Restrictionenzyme
Product

XChromosome DS01391
(C.Schlotterer, personalcomm.)

Between1- 22.7and1- 33.4

?

gcctgctgcagtcgcgcatgtg
ccagcggcatacgtgtaaac
2

62-35

-

seosim

Diss4(Nononorof) transientA)

Around1- 53

642bp

gagtatgcacgctatgagca
gttgtcaacttcgcgttttc

2.8

52-30

-

seosim

ChromosomeII NinaC(Neither inactivationnor afterpotentialC) (Liuetal,1996)
Around2- 22

261bp

gaagtccatcttccaggtcc
tatgggcactggcagtggtc
2

56-30

HSP92II

cutssim

Sal(,Spall)

Around2- 44

260bp

gccacgatgaaactactggtgc
actcctccctggccaattc

2.2

56-30

-

sim>sec

Sli(Slit)
(B.Harr,personal comm.)

Around2- 77

150bp

caatttccctcgcactgacac
cggaaacgaacgggcgataa g

1.4

58-30

-

seosim

ChromosomeIII
Tra(Transformer)

Around3- 45

772bp

atttccagcattttccgatg
acgtggtagccgttggtatc

2.2

50-30

-

seosim

Nos(Nanos)

3-66.2

130bp

cgcaagtattcatttcaacaca
tgctggcggttgtttcat
1.8

58-30

-

sim>sec

Jan

(Liuetal,1996)
Around3- 101

243bp

cgcattgaacacaatcccga
ctcatcggagatttcgatcg

2

54-30

Dde-I

cutssim

Table1-Listofmolecu
armarkersused



(Product size is written in terms of which PCR product was the longest where sec=D.

sechellia and sim=Z). simulans)

About 100 primers had extensive trials at different temperatures, types of gel,

digestion with different enzymes but did not show a size difference between the

species or gave too many bands to be able to score easily.

Optimising Reactions

(See page 51 for PCR protocol)

MgCl? optimisation

To improve the quality of the products the original MgCl2 concentration as

recommended by the manufacturer of the primers was used as the mid-point of an

assay with concentrations going down to 0.5mM below and above it in steps of
O.lmM.

Temperature optimisation

The original program (calculated by A:G ratio of bases) that worked was used as the

mid-point then temperatures 2° and 4° above and below the original temperature were

used to see which gave the best products.
The PCR products were run on either an agarose or a metaphor agarose gel with

the concentration depending upon the size difference between and length of the

products. Assays were performed to determine the length of time and type of gel to

be used.

For the products with no detectable size difference, digestion with different
batteries of restriction enzymes was tried. If any of them yielded a clearly visible

product difference then these were be used.

Removal of cuticular hydrocarbons

The backcross female progeny had their cuticular hydrocarbons removed by hexane

washing and the compounds were analysed by gas chromatography (see page 53 for

protocol).
The required peaks on the chromatograph were identified according to the



time at which the peak occurred, the control peak of a known value of hexacosane

was used to work out the actual amounts of hydrocarbons where required. The main

value used in the analysis is the ratio between the % area under the peak of the graph
of 7, 11 HD and 7-T calculated as:

(7T-7.11 HD)/(7T+7,11 HD)

Using this ratio gives pureD. simulans as 1, pureD. sechellia as -1 and the midpoint
as 0. Simply dividing one value by the other could not be used as many of the flies

have no 7, 11 HD.

Statistical analysis

MAPMAKER (Lander et al, 1987) was used to create a genetic map of the markers

by calculating recombination frequencies between them. Because of the small
number of markers only 4 linkage groups were found and all of the other markers had

to be assigned to individual chromosomes despite the fact that the location of them
was known.

The map created in MAPMAKER was imported into QTL Cartographer
version 1.01 (Basten et al, 1999). This program performs interval mapping and

composite interval mapping and creates a graphical output of the LOD scores for each

linkage group. The threshold value it uses for significant LOD scores was determined

by performing 1000 random permutations of the data. The program also performs

single marker regressions and gives other statistical information about the data.

As the flies used were the progeny of a backcross to the D. simulans parent it

was expected that the hydrocarbon profile would be of a more "simulans-like" nature

i.e. more 7-T than 7,11 HD. In fact most of the samples showed no detectable 7,11
HD at all and this meant that the dataset was extremely skewed towards 1 (Figure 1)
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Figure 1-Dotplot of ratio 7T:7,11 HD (included 416 individuals)
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Figure 2-Dotplot of In ratio 7T:7,11 HD (included 416 individuals)

QTL cartographer works best with normally distributed data but in this case it is not

possible to transform the data to normality. Manipulations like performing

logarithms of the data just alter the scale not the shape of the distribution so do not

make any difference to the analysis.

To try to normalise the data, all of the individuals with a ratio of 1 were eliminated
from the analysis, as there were 292 individuals eliminated, the data set became very

small having only 124 individuals.
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0.6

Figure 3-Dotplot of ratio 7T:7,11 HD with individuals that had a value of 1
eliminated (leaving 124 individuals)
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Results

The PCR products were run on agarose gels for as long as it took to separate the
bands in heterozygous individuals. An example of one of the gels is shown in image
1.

Image 1-Example of an agarose gel photograph, single bands are homozygous for the
simulans marker state and double bands are heterozygous for the marker (have one
copy of that region from each species)
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The marker class for each individual was recorded along with the amount of 7,11 HD

and 7-T she had in her hexane wash. These data were used to perform a single
marker regression analysis, the results of which are in table 2.

Table 2-Single marker regression analysis of ratio of 7T:7,11 HD

Marker P-value R-sq value
X Chromosome

fZ 0.761 0.0%

Diss4 0.644 0.0%

DS01391 0.471 0.5%

Chromosome II

nt 0.018 1.2%

NinaC 0.144 0.5%

Sal 0.067 0.7%

Sli 0.538 0.1

pm 0.593 0.1%

Chromosome III

st <0.0001 9.3%

Tra <0.0001 5.9%

e <0.0001 3.1%

Nos 0.305 0.4%

Jan 0.094 0.6%

Using the significance threshold of P<0.05 it can be seen from table 2 that the
markers nt, tra, st and e are associated with differences in the ratio of 7 T: 7, 11 HD.
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Performing a one-way ANOVA on these markers against the ratio 7T:7,11 HD shows

which direction the effect is in:

Table 3 - One-way ANOVA of markers and ratio

Marker State (

0=sim/sim,

l=sec/sim)

Mean ratio St. dev. Difference in

means between

marker classes

nt 0 0.96486 0.06910

0.019251 0.94561 0.10466

tra 0 0.97261 0.06191

0.047371 0.92524 0.11793

St 0 0.98038 0.05800

0.054921 0.92546 0.10897

e 0 0.97023 0.07549

0.031641 0.93859 0.10033

It can be seen from table 3 that the presence of the marker originating from the D.
sechellia parent (e.g. 1) always lowers the ratio towards a more "sechellia-like" state.

The last three cases with the greatest differences are all from the third chromosome,

indicating that the strongest effects are due to that chromosome. The region
associated with nt on the second chromosome is having a smaller effect.
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Map Distances

Map distances produced by MAPMAKER by analysing recombination frequencies of
the 13 markers gave the following linkage groups.

/ - Diss4 20.9cM

pm - sli 26.0cM

e-nos 27.1cM

st-tra 39.5cM

None of the other markers were linked to any other (their recombination distances
were >50cM). In some of the QTL analyses the unlinked markers have been included
to illustrate what it would be like if the entire genome had been covered.

Composite Interval Mapping

Figure 4-Composite interval map of the whole genome for ratio 7T:7,11 HP

X II III

Figure 4 is a graph of whole genome using a 1 OcM window and a threshold value of 0.64

LOD determined by 500 permutations of the data. This graph was created by assigning the
markers in their known order to their correct chromosomes, it highlights the fact that the
recombination distances do not give the correct sizes of the chromosomes. For example
Chromosome 2 is said to be 982 cM when in reality it is little over 1 OOcM. This is likely to
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be due to the small number of markers used. However, Liu et al (1996) managed to cover

the D. simulans/D. mauritiana genome with only 18 markers, 3 of these being on the X, 7

on the 2nd chromosome and 8 on the 3rd.

The red horizontal line is the significance threshold calculated by permuting the data
500 times. It can be seen that the only point to have a LOD score above this value is around

st on the third chromosome.

Composite Interval mapping of linkage group graphs

Figure 5-Linkage group 1 (X chromosome)

There are no significant peaks in figure 5, indicating that between these 2 markers there are

no QTLs.
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Figure 6-Linkage group 2 (Chromosome II)
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Figure 6 also shows no significant peaks, indicating that there are no QTLs in this linkage

group.

Figure 7-Linkage group 3 (chromosome III right arm)
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Figure 7 also shows no significant peaks, indicating that there are no QTLs in this linkage
group.
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Figure 8-Linkage group 4(chromosome III left arm)

The results of the composite interval mapping with a lOcM window size show that it is only
the region around st that is having a significant effect on the ratio of 7T to 7 11 HD. This is
contrary to the results of regression analysis but is likely to be more accurate as it eliminates
the effects of other markers. In the case of the regression analysis, other markers may have

falsely yielded positive results because they were in linkage disequilibrium with si. The
positive association with nl on the 2nd chromosome cannot be analysed accurately by this
method as it is not linked to any of the other markers.

Results of analysis using data with individuals with a ratio of 1 eliminated

The linkage groups determined using MAPMAKER for this data set were highly inaccurate
as they grouped markers together that are known to be on different chromosomes in reality.
Therefore the linkage groups from the analysis of the full data set were used. The map

distances for the small data set (Is eliminated) were slightly different though: f-diss4

14.8cM, pm-st 26.1cM, e-nos 26.9cM and st-tra 33.5cM.

Interval mapping of these linkage groups showed no significant LOD scores but when the
unlinked markers were included there was a large peak at nt. Single marker regression of
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unlinked markers were included there was a large peak at nt. Single marker regression of

the markers against the ratio showed nt to have the most significant effect accounting for

11.9% of the variance and tra accounting for 6.2%. A one-way ANOVA of these markers

indicates the direction of the effect on the ratio, when nt is in the 'simulans-like' state the

mean ratio is 0.8775 (st dev 0.0808) and in the hybrid state it is 0.8044 (st dev 0.1145).
The confidence intervals of tra overlapped, with the 'simulans marker state' giving a mean

value of 0.8670 (st dev 0.0721) and the hybrid state 0.8094 (st dev 0.1156).

Results of regression analysis and one way ANOVA on the other cuticular hydrocarbons

Regression analysis was performed to see if there was any association between each marker
and 7 Tricosene (7-T), 7,11 Heptacosadiene (7,11 HD), 23 unbranched linear chain (23UB),
7,11 Pentacosadiene (7,11 PD), 7 Pentacosene (7-P) and 7 Heptacosene (7-H) These are

hydrocarbons ranging from 23-27 carbons long with 0, 1 or 2 double bonds. The results
can be seen in table 4.
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Table 4-Regression analysis and one-way ANOVA showing the markers which had a

significant effect on the amount of the hydrocarbons 7-Tricosene, 7,11 Heptacosadiene, 23

carbon chain unbranched, 7,11 Pentacosadiene, 7-Pentacosene and 7-Heptacosene

Hydrocarbon Marker P-value R-sq (% of

variance)

Mean amount

when marker =0

(ng/fly)

Mean amount

when marker =1

(ng/fly)

% difference

from marker 0

value to

marker 1 value

7-T e 0.002 2.3 0.3152 0.1991 63

7,11 HD nt 0.033 1.1 0.00361 0.00692 191

st 0.001 2.7 0.00281 0.00796 283

23 UB fZ 0.046 1.0 0.03942 0.02977 75.5

nos 0.026 2.1 0.04476 0.02653 59

tra 0.03 1.7 0.03894 0.02987 76

e 0.000 3.6 0.04377 0.02526 58

7,11 PD st 0.004 2.0 0.0106 0.0443 418

tra 0.005 2.8 0.01521 0.02861 188

7-P f 0.000 3.8 0.07480 0.04336 58

jan 0.044 1.0 0.05258 0.06880 131

7-H fZ 0.000 6.7 0.005871 0.002782 47

e 0.021 1.3 0.003748 0.0051 136

diss4 0.000 3.1 0.005398 0.003290 61

nos 0.028 2.0 0.003393 0.005149 152

Table 4 shows that the amounts of these hydrocarbons are due to many loci throughout
the genome. As could have been predicted, the presence of diene compounds dramatically
increased by up to 418% when regions from theD. sechellia genome were present. The

region containing st had the most noticeable effect on both 7,11 HD and 7,11 PD (increases
of 283% and 418% respectively), however nt was also positively associated with
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differences in the amount of 7,11 HD increasing it by 191% when the D. sechellia

originating marker was present. Tra that is linked to st had a significant effect on 7,11 PD

but as this method cannot eliminate linkage effects it is advisable to compare the result to

that of composite interval mapping which can ignore the effects of next-door markers.

The amount of 7-T, the important D. simulans pheromone, goes down by half when the

e marker is present in the D.sechellia-like state. This is an observation that has not been

picked up by the QTL study using just the ratio of 7-T to 7,11 HD. From these simple

analyses the genetics behind the pheromone production pathway is beginning to look a

little more complex than previously thought. For the other hydrocarbons there are various
marker regions showing an effect in varying directions and on different chromosomes.
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Composite interval mapping of each chromosome using the other hydrocarbons

Figure 9-Composite interval map ofX chromosome with window size lOcM

Key

■ ratio 7T:7,11HD

■ 7 Tricosene

■ 7,11 Heptacosadiene

23 unbranched chain

■ 7, 11 Pentacosadiene

■ 7 Pentacosene

■ 7 Heptacosene

Figure 9 shows significant peaks are for 7 pentacosene (aqua line) and 7 heptacosene
(brown line).

(The red horizontal line was determined by 500 permutations of the data and the
brown one is the default setting.)
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Figure 10-Composite interval map of chromosome II with window size lOcM

Key

■ ratio 7T:7,11HD

■ 7 Tricosene

■ 7,11 Heptacosadiene
23 unbranched chain

■ 7, 11 Pentacosadiene

■ 7 Pentacosene

■ 7 Heptacosene

Despite the significant p-value of nt in the regression and ANOVA there are no

significant LOD scores shown in figure 10.
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Figure 11-Composite interval map of chromosome III with window size lOcM
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Key
■ ratio 7T:7,11HD

■ 7 Tricosene

■ 7,11 Heptacosadiene
23 unbranched chain

■ 7, 11 Pentacosadiene

■ 7 Pentacosene

■ 7 Heptacosene

Figure 11 shows some interesting factors, the major peaks are for the 23 carbon un¬

branched chain and 7 T both around e. The previously significant peak for the ratio
of 7T:7,11 HD at st now does not look significant but this is because the threshold

was determined for all 7 traits simultaneously and all of the other traits are actual
amounts where as the ratio is all values close to 1. It is unexpected that there are no

peaks for 7,11 HD as this is the major difference in hydrocarbons between the

species.
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Figure 12-Composite interval map of 7.11 HP

The red horizontal line at 0 is the threshold determined by performing 1000

permutations of the data with this trait only

The threshold value determined by 1000 permutations of the data gave a value of

zero, this is probably due to the fact that most of the individuals in the data set do not

have any of this compound.
This is an interesting result as it is an important compound but it did not show any

positive results when included in the multi-trait analysis.
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Figure 13-Composite interval map for 7-T

The red horizontal line is the threshold determined by 1000 permutations of the data

for this trait only.
The significant peak in figure 13 is between e and nos.
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Pearson correlation test

A correlation test was performed to see whether there was any association between
the levels of the hydrocarbons measured. Positive numbers indicate a positive
correlation and negative ones a negative correlation.
Table 5-Pearson correlation test

7T 7,11HD 23UB 7,11 PD 7P
7,11HD 0.498

(<0.0001)

23UB 0. 967

(<0.0001)
0.592

(<0.0001)

7,11 PD 0. 931

(<0.0001)
0.468

(<0-0001)
0.864

(<0.0001)

7P 0.582

(<0.0001)
0.810

(<0.0001)
0. 688

(<0.0001)
0. 457

(<0.0001)

7H -0.073

(0.138) (
0.194

<0.0001)
-0.075

(0.126)
-0.069

(0.161)
0.356

(<0.0001)
P-value in brackets

It can be seen from the matrix in table 5 that there are significant positive
correlations between almost all of these compounds except for 7 heptacosane which
has neither positive nor negative correlations with 7 Tricosene, 23 carbon linear
chain and 7,11 pentacosadiene. This seems to suggest that it is not a case of one

hydrocarbon being used up to make another and that there is an abundant supply of
them all.
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Discussion

The fact that matings between members of the melanogaster subgroup are

partially fertile gives a great opportunity for the study of how many genes contribute
to differences in traits between species. However, the traits involved in mate

recognition and sexual stimidation are polygenically controlled so it is difficult to

assess their effects and gene locations. Advances in molecular techniques and

computer programs have enabled quantitative trait loci to be mapped with a greater

resolution than before, and because of the large number of molecular markers
available in D. melanogaster, the genome can be dissected into small portions and
the effects of each region on the trait in question can be calculated.

Summary of findings

This study used 13 genetic markers and found that the hydrocarbon
differences between D. simulans and D. sechellia are not just caused by the left arm

of the third chromosome as previous studies have implied. Linear regression (Table

2) shows 4 markers that are significantly associated with changes in the pheromone

ratio, nt on the left arm of the second chromosome, tra and st on the left arm of the

third and e on the right arm of the third. One way ANOVA (table 3) indicates the
direction of the effects with the 'sechellia-like' marker state always lowering the
ratio.

Composite interval mapping can only give accurate analyses when the
markers are genetically linked (i.e. less than 50 cM apart). Because of the small
number of markers used here some are not linked to any other so QTL detection in
these areas using composite interval mapping is not possible. Analysis of the 4

linkage groups detected a QTL close to st for the ratio of 7-T and 7, 11 HD (figure 8).
Other trait data analysed involved the actual amounts of the hydrocarbons and

this gave some interesting results in that each of the chromosomes played a part in
the variation in these compounds. This was shown by regression analysis, one-way

ANOVA (table 4) and composite interval mapping (figures 9-13). Surprisingly the
value of 7,11 HD was also affected by every marker region, but this may be an

artefact of the threshold being 0 (as calculated by 1000 permutations of the
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data)(figure 12). Composite interval mapping using the amount of 7-T alone detected
a QTL between e and nos on the right arm of the third chromosome (Figure 13).

Because of the fact that QTL cartographer works best on normally distributed

data, the individuals with a ratio of 1 were removed to compare this analysis to the

original data. The result was a significant association with nt and tra, but any

advantage conferred by the normalised data were counteracted by the fact that the
data set was very small. MAPMAKER could not assign the markers to the correct

linkage groups so the original ones were used which further lowers the power of the

analysis.

Analysis of the ratio of 7-T:7.11 HP

Being backcrossed to D. simnlans, means that the flies in this study are much
more likely to show a simulans-like pattern, i.e. no 7,11-HD. This is true, but 29% of
flies have both pheromones present, this is a high number considering the fact that
the flies are genetically approximately 75% D. simulans. The large number of
individuals with a ratio of 1 produced a skewed distribution (figure 10). Taking the
natural logarithm of the ratios did not alter the distribution at all (figure 2), so the

analyses were performed on the data without any of the individuals with a ratio of 1
as well as the original data (figure 3).

A linear regression of the marker data against the ratio of 7-T to 7,11 HD

(Table 2) shows that both arms of the third chromosome have a significant effect on

the ratio with the other chromosomes showing no effect, except for nt on the second
chromosome. This is consistent with previous reports that the major effects are due
to several segments of the third chromosome. QTL analysis can only be performed

accurately when the markers are less that 50cM apart i.e. they are linked. In this case

however, nt was too far away from the next marker NinaC for QTL detection. The

significant association of nt with the ratio shown in Table 2 suggests that this region
of the 2nd chromosome is playing a part in the difference between the species and the

one-way ANOVA shows that the presence of the D. sechellia originating region (i.e.

wild-type marker) causes the ratio to decrease significantly (table 5). The degree of

overlap of confidence intervals is much larger in this case than that of the marker
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regions on the third chromosome though, which suggests that the effects due to the

region containing nt are weaker.

When, however, the data with the individuals with a ratio of 1 eliminated is

considered, nt has a much larger effect on the ratio than it first seemed. This may be
due to the fact that the major factors on the third chromosome cause the absence of 7,
11 HD when in the 'simulans-like' state. Thus, when the 'l's' are eliminated, the

effects of the region associated with nt are detected.
As the difference between the two species is a biochemical change it is likely

that a small number of enzymes are causing the addition of an extra double bond in
D. sechellia. Dienes are found in molecules with higher and lower numbers of
carbons in D. sechellia but are never present in D. simulans so the enzyme might not

even be specific to producing 7,11-HD. All of this suggests that a small number of
loci might account for the differences between the two species.

Differences in other hydrocarbons between the two species

Data from work by Jallon and David (1987) showed that there is variation in
the amounts of other hydrocarbons between the species, not simply the pheromonal
ones. This may be due to the fact that some are precursors for others or that
differences in habitat play a part.

Of the hydrocarbons used in this study for QTL mapping, D. sechellia has

larger amounts of all the compounds 25 carbons or longer. This may be due to the
fact that the more 23 carbon-long 7T that D. simulans have, the more attractive they
are to males, therefore it would be detrimental to expend energy producing chains

longer than necessary. It may on the other hand be to do with the environment in
which they live, longer chain hydrocarbons protect against desiccation much more

effectively than shorter ones (Toolson & Kuper-Simbron, 1989). The transition to

adaptation to a formerly toxic host plant also may have altered the composition of the
cuticular hydrocarbon profile in D. sechellia..

It might have been expected that there would have been negative correlations
for some of the pairs of hydrocarbons if they were precursors to others, for example
one might expect the levels of 7,11PD to go down as a pair of carbons are added to
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make 7,11 HD which is the desired end product. The correlation test data shows

positive associations between almost all of the pairs of compounds so there must be
an abundant supply with the levels of precursors increasing as the next hydrocarbon
in the pathway is created (table 5).

From the data in table 4 showing regression and one-way ANOVAs of the
other hydrocarbons, it can be seen that the genetics behind pheromone production in
these species is not as simple as previously thought in past papers. If one simply
looks at the ratio between the sex pheromones then QTL analysis shows a significant
LOD score around st (figures 4 and 8). However if the amount of 7-T alone is

considered, a peak indicating a QTL can be seen around e which is on the opposite
arm of the third chromosome to st (figures 11 and 13).

Composite interval mapping is a powerful tool in eliminating the 'ghost

peaks' caused by interference from another QTL that contributes to the trait. By

specifying a window size, markers inside that interval are ignored in the analysis

producing an accurate interpretation of the effect of individual regions. In this study
there were too few linked markers to maximize the capabilities of the computer

program but some interesting results were obtained.

Significance of results

The most interesting result in this study is that the region affecting the amount of 7-T
alone is not the same as that affecting the ratio between the two pheromones. It had
been previously shown that the third chromosome was most important for the
difference in the ratio, using only one morphological marker on each

chromosome(Coyne et al, 1994). This study has demonstrated that the region
between e and nos on the right arm is specifically influencing the value of 7-T.

In addition to these regions, there is one in the vicinity of nt on the left arm of
the second chromosome which is clearly having its greatest influence when
individuals with a ratio of 1 (i.e. the 'simulans-like' state) are eliminated.

All of this evidence leads to the suggestion of a way in which the pheromones
are genetically controlled. It seems likely that a locus close to st determines the

presence or absence of 7, 11 HD as this is the region which has most influence over
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the ratio when individuals with a ratio of 1 are included. The region between e and
nos is the only one to have an effect on the amount of 7-T so has no influence on

7,11 HD. The region associated with nt was clearly playing a part when the ratio did
not equal 1, which implies that this is a much weaker effect, only coming into play
when the ratio is not 1 (i.e. when 7, 11 HD is present). Perhaps there is some

interaction between the loci. For example, if the D. sechellia locus/loci around st is

present, then the region associated with nt produces an enzyme which modifies the

product rather than actually acting upon the hydrocarbon itself. However, it does not

have any effect if the D. simnlans state marker is present. There could be many

different explanations but further QTL mapping needs to be done to narrow down the
search and then perhaps identify the genes involved, other methods may be required
if epistatic interactions are involved as this sort of mapping cannot dissect these sort

of effects.

The results of this study seem to support a punctuationist view of changes
involved in speciation for this trait anyway. For the sex pheromones there are only a

few loci detected whereas for similar compounds with no pheromonal role i.e. the
other hydrocarbons, the differences seem to be due to more widely spread loci.
Differences in hydrocarbons with no role in sexual selection are more likely to have
occurred over a longer period of time and with less or no directional selection.

This study has revealed some interesting points concerning the roles of parts

of the genome other than the left arm of the third chromosome, and I believe it will
lead to great interest in investigating the problem further.
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Future work

This has just been the start of a much larger project that will cover the whole

genome with markers to find out more about the genetic changes required to alter the

hydrocarbon profiles of these species. When QTL are found, their precise location
will be narrowed down by using more molecular markers in the suspected region,

eventually the sequence of the genes involved may be discovered.
This study could have covered more of the third chromosome (where QTLs

are expected to be from previous studies) by spending time optimising 8 molecular
markers for that chromosome only. However, loosely covering the whole genome has
shown that other chromosomes may be playing a part in a deeper pathway that might
have not been detected had only the ratio and the third chromosome been studied.

Similar techniques and markers will be used for many behavioural studies.
Over 100 recombinant inbred (RI) lines were also set up during this project which
consisted of backcrossing a hybrid female to a D. simulans male and then setting up

brother/sister matings for as many generations as it takes till the morphological
markers are homozygous (this was generally over 20 generations). These lines will
be very useful for studies of many traits that differ between the parental species, for

example, I), sechellia oviposit on a host plant called Morinda citrifolis in their
natural habitat. This plant's fruit are toxic to all other insects including D. simulans

yet it (or its constituent aliphatic acids) stimulate egg laying of D. sechellia to a rate

much greater than that seen on the laboratory food.
The genes involved in the evolution of this resistance and stimulation could

be mapped by using the RI lines and designing experiments to see if they are attracted
to or repelled by morinda or its acids. Egg laying and survival assays could be

performed on varying concentrations of the acids and there is scope for many other
behavioural studies.
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PCR

Appendix

Solutions

DNA extraction for each sample

30pmol/pl forward and reverse primers

dH20

8mM dNTPs

10X NH4 buffer

50mM MgCl2
500 units Taq

Mineral oil (depending on machine)

Procedure

For a standard 25 pi reaction 1 pi DNA per tube was used (4pl is used in al OOpl

reaction). The procedure for making the reaction mix changes depending upon the
amount of MgCl2 used for each reaction. If each pair of primers used requires the

same concentration of MgCl2 then a big mix can be made and added to the primer

mixes. If however they all require different amounts, then all of the reagents can be
added to the primer mixes individually.

The generalised procedure is thus:

Primer mixes (5ul per tube)

Forward primer 0.25pl

Reverse Primer 0.25pl

h2o 4.5pl

Big mix (19pl per tube)

10X buffer 2.5pl

MgCl2 e.g.[1.5] 0.75pl

dNTPs lpl

14.65pi (depends on amount of MgCl2)

0.1 pi

H20

Taq
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Restriction digest

Solutions

PCR product H20

1 OX buffer (specific to enzyme) Restriction enzyme (no. of units varies)
1 Omg/rnl BSA 500ng/pl X DNA

Procedure

8pl of the PCR product was used per tube (we use 2pl A.DNA with 6pl H20 as a

positive control to check the enzymes are working too ).

reaction mix: 10X buffer 2pl (each enzyme has a specific buffer)

lOmg/ml BSA 0.2pl

H20 9.3pl

Enzyme 0.5 pi
Each restriction enzyme has a different number of units, generally one unit of enzyme

activity digests lpg of substrate DNA in 60 minutes in 50pl reaction volume. The
amount specified above is an excess of what is required to ensure complete digestion.

12pl of reaction mix was added to each tube (with the PCR product the total volume

should be 20pl. Each enzyme works at a specific temperature and is incubated

overnight. The digested products were run on a gel for a specified length of time

determined by an assay.
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Hexane washes to extract cuticular hydrocarbons

Materials

Unpowdered gloves
Hexane

3 beakers

Hexane with 40pg/'ml hexacosane
Extraction vials with lids

Forceps that reach the bottom of the vials

Procedure

All of the equipment and vials were double rinsed with hexane and left to evaporate.

50ul ofhexane and 20 pi ofhexane with hexacosane were added to each vial The

flies were paralysed in the freezer for a few minutes and then were added to a vial

each for exactly 5 minutes. They were then kept for DNA extraction. The vials were

left to evaporate and then frozen with their lids tightly on

Gas Chromatography (method used by Ferveur, 1991 but with slight adjustments)
This procedure was performed by Dr J. Gleason at the laboratory ofJ-M. Jallon,

University Paris Sud, Orsay, Cedex, France.

40pl hexane was added to each vial and left for 10 seconds, 5 pi of this was used for
analysis in the Girdel 300 gas chromatograph. Peak detection was carried out using a
Flame Ionisation Detector coupled with an SP 4270 Spectraphysics Integrator to give
retention times and areas under major peaks. If the sample evaporated before
analysis it was re-analysed by putting 40pi into the original sample tube again and
repeating the procedure.
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